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EDITORIAL
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of “The Tiger”.
One of the advantages of belonging to our Branch is the number of opportunities that
arise to attend Great War-related events and thus, whilst meeting people with similar
interests to oneself, promote the existence of the WFA to a new and wider audience. The
last month has brought forth three such opportunities, which saw in turn a more
encouraging response than our own overtures to Leicester’s theatrical giant, “The
Curve”.
Those of our readers who saw the production of “Wipers” in April will hopefully share
our opinion on the excellence of the production and its value in enlightening its audience
to the sacrifice (and, indeed, the vagaries) of the Indian Army in the Great War. Contrast
that, however, to the behavior of the Theatre’s Communications Co-ordinator, who, after
declining to return phone calls and reply to emails, received a personal visit to enquire
whether representatives of the Branch could stand in the Theatre Foyer before and after
productions to promote our cause. The mono-syllabic retorts that followed confirmed
earlier suspicions our mission was doomed to perish on the altar of apathy and, in spite
of the job title, nothing more was ever heard . . .
It was, therefore, a pleasure to accept the invitation
of Sue Mackrell and David McCormack of Crystal
Clear Creators to join their “Pack Up Your Troubles
. . .” journey around the sites of Leicester’s Great
War Music Halls and Theatres and learn of Vesta
Tilley, Gertie Gitana and others through the
excellent prose of Music Hall Historian and writer,
Deborah Tyler-Bennett, (shown left, holding
postcards of the time) who dressed in period costume
for the morning.
The following day, 25th April, brought challenges of
its own. Not only was this the Monday of our Branch
Meeting (with the venue to be prepared by the
evening) but also the afternoon of the next Meeting
of the “Leicestershire Commemorates – The Somme”
Committee (which now includes ourselves as well as
Branch Chairman, John Sutton). It was also ANZAC
Day with the Friends of Welford Road Cemetery
extending their annual invitation to W.F.A. Branch Members to participate in their
traditional Service of Remembrance.
Thanks to the flexibility and understanding of our hosts at The Elms, it proved possible
to meet all objectives and it was particularly pleasing to see a substantial Branch
representation at the Cemetery service, despite, as now seems equally traditional, the
downpour of rain towards the conclusion of the ceremony. Members may also like to
know that, as is our custom, a wreath of Poppies was laid on behalf of the Branch by
Valerie; one of three placed on the Cross of Sacrifice that morning.
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ANZACS Remembered: LEFT: An ANZAC Grave marked with Cross and Flag;
RIGHT: George Mackness lays the Friends of Welford Road Cemetery wreath.
(Photographs courtesy of Brian Roffee)

The May Day Bank Holiday saw the Branch represented in the May Gala at Bottesford
VC Hall and Field. With John and June Taylor, not forgetting grandson Matthew, also
attending, two tables of material and memorabilia were on show within the Hall. Interest
was considerable and a wide variety of conversations followed. Outside, in the Field,
attendees sampled the delights of a variety of stalls and the horsemanship of re-enactors
of the Scottish Horse and the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. It was very pleasing to see
some of our Members amongst the visitors, enjoying both the event and also the treasures
of the local Parish Church, with its splendid aristocratic tombs, before returning home.

Bottesford May Gala: LEFT: The Equestrian Re-enactors;
RIGHT: John Taylor and his display.
Only the weather served to dampen - literally – the occasion, with a series of heavy
downpours increasing the visitors to the Hall itself! Reflections on a most enjoyable event
left a warm glow and, from the subsequent feedback, considerable goodwill too. Speaking
of goodwill, I wonder what was showing at The Curve?
D.S.H.
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PARISH NOTICES

BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service
Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire,
LE18 2BA
7.30 p.m.
23rd May 2016
Guest Speaker:
Dr Spencer Jones

Your Committee Members
are:

“The Battle of Jutland
– 31st May 1916”

Dr John Sutton
(Chairman)
David Humberston
(Secretary)
Valerie Jacques
(Newsletter Editor)
Paul Warry
(Treasurer)
Angela Hall
(Events)
Roy Birch
(Promotion & War Memorials)

27th June 2016
Guest Speaker:
Nigel Atter
“Kitchener – More
than a Poster”

25th July 2016
Guest Speaker:
Dr John Sutton
“The Leicestershire Regiment in
the Battle of The Somme – July –
November 1916”

22nd August 2016
Guest Speaker:
Phil Tomaselli
Our Branch Website Address is:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com
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“The Royal Naval Air Service”

SAVING THE DAYLIGHT
by Valerie Jacques
“Benjamin Franklin conceived of it; Sir Arthur Conan Doyle endorsed it; Winston
Churchill campaigned for it; Kaiser Wilhelm first employed it; Woodrow Wilson
and Franklin Roosevelt went to war with it and, in more recent years, the
United States fought an energy crisis with it. For several months each
year, like it or not, peoples scattered throughout the globe continue
to be affected by it and, for 100 years, it has been the subject
of recurring controversy”. . . . . . David Prerau
As you will know, many hasty Parliamentary decisions, e.g. “Meatless Mondays” and
“Wheatless Wednesdays”, were rushed through during the Great War but, amongst the
various emergency measures of 1916, none proved more popular than the “Summer Time
Act”, more commonly known as the “Daylight Saving Act”. Introduced purely as a war
measure, and for the most part defended on purely practical grounds, it was estimated
that it would save the nation, in lighting and fuel, particularly coal, the sum of £2,500,000.
It was in 1905 that English builder William Willett, on an early morning horseback ride
around the outskirts of London, conceived of the idea that Great Britain should move its
clocks forward by 80 minutes between April and October so that more people could enjoy

William Willett and his pamphlet, The Waste of Daylight.
By March 1914, the latter had reached its 19th edition.
the plentiful sunlight. He led a vigorous campaign and spent much of his personal fortune
attempting to ensure its adoption. Year after year, however, despite gaining the support
of MP Robert Pearce, who made several unsuccessful attempts to get it passed into law,
and a young Winston Churchill, Parliament continually dismissed the idea.
Ancient civilisations had long ago adjusted their daily tasks to the sun but it would take
the Great War for Willett’s dream to finally come true. But whilst Britain deliberated,
Kaiser Wilhelm’s Germany quickly embraced it and, on 30th April 1916, become the first
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country to introduce Sommerzeit (summer time) to conserve electricity. One newspaper,
the Frankfurter Zeitung, pointed out that although Britain had had the idea for many
years, it had not been so in Germany and stated: “It is characteristic of England that she
could not rouse herself to a decision”. Some weeks later, however, our own Summer Time
Act was finally passed and, on 17th May 1916, every clock in the United Kingdom was
advanced one hour beyond Greenwich Mean Time (Dublin Mean Time in Ireland) with
the hands to be set back one hour on Sunday, 1st October. It was not to affect Astronomy
or Navigation or to be a permanency but it may, like some other wartime measures,
survive the return of peace. . .
Home Secretary Herbert Samuel (left) assured the
House of Commons that the Act was essentially
advantageous for the country’s wartime economy in
part due to the huge number of miners enlisting. Coal
output was, in turn, declining and consumption of fuel
for artificial lighting had to be reduced. Likewise, it
would assist shipping capacity as work on the docks
would no longer be forced to cease at dusk due to the
threat of Zeppelin raids and Samuel also contended
that: “Healthfulness and cheerfulness, together with
opportunities for amusement and recreation, will have
value in maintaining the morale of the nation”. It was
not, however, popular with farmers. . .
In the aftermath of the war, all countries involved wanted to get back to normal as soon
as possible and one of the issues facing those who had adopted it was what should be done
about this peculiar wartime measure. It had proved to be so popular here in Britain that
it has continued to this day and William Willett would be pleased to know that Daylight
Saving Time is now employed in around 70 countries around the world, including almost
every major industrialized nation. It affects well over a billion people each year and even
in some countries unaffected by lengths of the day, due to their proximity to the equator,
DST has been adopted in an attempt to conserve energy. In many locations around the
globe, it remains a contentious subject since the first day it was proposed - especially with
the farmers!
Willett had sadly died from influenza on 4th March
1915, aged 58, without ever seeing his dream come to
fruition and would undoubtedly have been horrified to
learn that his country’s wartime enemy had chosen to
follow his recommendations before his homeland!
Willett is, incidentally, a great-great-grandfather of
Coldplay singer Chris Martin and on their 2002 album
“A Rush of Blood to the Head” (right) are songs entitled
“Clocks” and “Daylight”. . . . . . Coincidence?
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CENTENARY CALENDAR

JUNE 1916
1st - North Sea: Battle of Jutland (known as 8th – Italy: Austro-Hungarians withdraw
Battle of Skaggerak in Germany) ends.
British losses are three battleships, three
cruisers and eight destroyers – German
losses are one battleship, four cruisers and
five destroyers. Amongst the combatants
were the then 20-year-old Prince Albert,
second in the line to the throne, who would
serve as King George VI from 1936 and
Henry Allingham RNAS, who died 18th
July 2009, aged 113, by which time he was
the oldest documented man in the world
and one of the last surviving veterans of the
war.
2nd – Belgium: A German attack against
the Ypres Salient, which becomes known as
the Battle of Mount Sorrel, sees high
ground gained at Mount Sorrel, Hill 61 and
Tor Top (Hill 62).
5th - North Sea: British cruiser HMS
Hampshire sunk by mine laid by U-boat U75
off the Orkney Islands en route to Russia.
Amongst many dead is Secretary of State
for War, Lord Kitchener, who was to meet
with Tsar Nicholas II to discuss flow of
supplies between Russia and Britain.
Incident blamed on rough seas, poor minesweeping operations and ill-coordinated
rescue operation; Arabia: The Arab Revolt
begins with the aim of securing
independence from the ruling Ottoman
Turks and creating a single unified Arab
state spanning from Aleppo in Syria to
Aden in Yemen.
6th – Balkans: British and French Navies
begin a 17 day blockade of the Greek coast.
They demand that the perceived proGerman Greek Government be replaced
and her army mobilised.
7th – Verdun: After weeks of bitter fighting,
Major Sylvain-Eugene Raynal surrenders
Fort Vaux to the Germans.

two divisions from forces committed to ongoing Trentino Offensive and rush them to
Eastern Front where General Aleksy
Brusiloff’s Russian Offensive is making
considerable territorial gains.
10th – Germany: Chief of General Staff,
General Erich von Falkenhayn, orders four
divisions in northern Russia and five from
Verdun to move by rail to reinforce defence
against Brusiloff’s Offensive which is close
to totally defeating Austro-Hungarians;
New Zealand: Government passes Bill
permitting compulsory military service.
12th - Ireland: After six days deliberation,
the Ulster Unionist Council accept David
Lloyd George’s Home Rule compromise.
Belgium: In the Ypres Salient, Canadian
forces recapture most of the ground around
Mount Sorrel and Tor Top lost on the 2nd.
17th - France: Henri Navarre, France’s
first fighter ace shot down & badly wounded
18th – France: German ace, Max
Immelmann, killed whilst flying over Lens.
Italy: Austro-Hungary calls stop to Trentino
offensive in face of mounting Italian
counterattack.
23rd – Verdun: Intense German attacks
concentrate on French positions north-east
of city advancing between Forts Douamont
and Vaux moving ever closer to Fleury and
Fort Souville.
24th – Somme: British begin bombardment
of German trenches. 2,000 artillery pieces
fire around 1.7 million shells but a third fail
to explode or are too light to inflict much
damage on German defences and barbed
wire. Barrage continues over following week
alerting enemy to impending offensive.
27th – Greece: Under pressure from Britain
and France, Greek Government agrees to
mobilize its Armed Forces.
(To be continued)
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FOREVER BUBBLES . . .
by David Humberston
Our cover portrait this month features a young, golden-haired Victorian boy admiring
bubbles he has just created with a clay pipe. Painted by Pre-Raphaelite artist, Sir John
Everett Millais and sold to Sir William Ingram, proprietor of The London Illustrated News
in 1886, the model for the young boy was the painter’s five year old grandson, William
Milbourne James. When the colour image was published, its potential was immediately
recognised by marketing pioneer Thomas J. Barrett, Managing Director of A. & F. Pears,
who quickly purchased the painting and exclusive copyright. The addition of a bar of
Pears Soap created an image (shown below) that was to achieve immortality and the
young William James a predictable nickname – “Bubbles”.
Young James embarked on a career in the Royal Navy
and completed his training on H.M.S. Britannia.
Promoted to Lieutenant in 1902, James went on to gain
wide acclaim for the invention of the “James Calculator”,
designed to assist in the aiming of torpedoes. During a
spell as Gunnery Officer on H.M.S. Natal, he also began
an association with the then Captain, William Reginald
“Blinker” Hall, that would be renewed with great success
in later years.
In December 1912, he was described as “the cleverest and
most accomplished Gunnery Lieutenant in the Navy. I hear
on every side that he is quite an exceptional man”. In
January 1913 he attained the rank of Commander. The
outbreak of the War in August 1914 found him serving as Executive Officer on board
H.M.S. Queen Mary. By a fortunate twist of fate, he was appointed Flag Commander to
Vice-Admiral Doveton Sturdee, commanding the Fourth Battle Squadron from HMS
Benbow. James left HMS Queen Mary the day before she sailed to her doom at the Battle
of Jutland, with 57 Officer and 1,209 Other Rank fatalities.
James was also more fortunate than his elder brother, Captain George Millais James, of
“The Buffs” (East Kent) Regiment. The latter, whilst acting as a Brigade-Major to the
22nd Infantry Brigade, had been killed by a sniper’s bullet on 3rd November 1914.
George’s widow, Hylda Madeleine, was the daughter of Sir James Heath of Oxendon Hall,
Market Harborough. Her brother, Lieutenant Percy Heath, Royal Horse Guards, had
fallen in action two months earlier.
In June 1917, James took up a new appointment, working for the Intelligence Division of
the Naval Staff. Here he renewed his acquaintance with “Blinker” Hall, (who had used
all his powers of persuasion on The Admiralty to secure his man) taking responsibility for
“Room 40”. The transition was not easy for either James or his new staff: James
commenting that “around me were a number of civilians and RNVR officers, all talking a
strange language and doing strange things” whilst one of the code-breakers, William
Clarke, would later write: “He was very pushing and very self-confident. He had been a
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remarkable success as a Commander at sea but he came to a job which required other
qualifications which, in my opinion, he did not possess. But luckily by then everything was
so organised that we required little but a figurehead and for that he was admirably suited.”
David Ramsay, Hall’s modern biographer, leaves no doubt that in this role James was
responsible for both enhancing the influence of Room 40 and, once it became fully
integrated into the Naval Intelligence Division in May 1917, increasing its effectiveness
by dividing its staff into three sections; cryptography, direction finding and intelligence.
LEFT: Commander
William “Bubbles”
James,
R.N.
as
depicted
in
the
Sunday
Pictorial,
1916.

RIGHT: Admiral Sir
Reginald “Blinker”
Hall, the Director of
Naval Intelligence
from October 1914
to January 1919.
The growing influence of Room 40 was further confirmed by the development of positive
co-operation between Naval Intelligence and the previously hostile Naval Operations,
with Hall and Admiral Sir Alexander Duff working in harmony to counter the U-boat
menace in 1917. They established an effective and durable working relationship,
enhanced by the fact that James had married Duff’s daughter, Dorothy Alexandra,
known as “Robin”, in January 1915.
Post-War, James continued his Naval Career, holding a
variety of posts, including Deputy Director of Naval
Intelligence, Director of the Royal Naval Staff College
at Greenwich and Naval Assistant to the First Sea Lord.
Promoted to Admiral in 1938, he returned to Naval
Intelligence during the Second World War before
retiring in 1944.
He became a prolific author on Naval history, one critic
writing “His knowledge of Naval History is exceptional,
and he has an unusual faculty for expressing himself on
paper - provided that it is type-written!!” Briefly a
Conservative MP for Portsmouth, in retirement James
William “Bubbles” James.
was active in his support for ventures relating to
1881-1973
seafaring. The Elie and Earlsferry Sailing Club, in honour of their esteemed benefactor,
predictably named their dinghy “Bubbles” in his honour . . .
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD
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IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM TRIP
Janet Grant, of Loughborough, has
advised us she is arranging a Coach trip
to the Imperial War Museum in London
on Monday, 4th July 2016.
The Coach will call at St Margaret’s Bus
Station, Leicester and the cost of a seat is
a nominal £5!
If anyone is interested in joining her, please e-mail Janet for further details on:
janet.grant@gmail.com
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AND SO TO MUSIC
by Roy-Anthony Birch
In a year of notable Centennial Commemorations – the final withdrawal of Allied troops
from Gallipoli and the battles of Jutland, Verdun, and The Somme, there is another event
from 100 years ago which ought not to be overlooked: the founding of an organisation
whose legacy still rings in our collective ears.
The Fight For Right movement was the brainchild of the
enigmatic Sir Francis Younghusband (1863-1942),
shown right, whose varied careers led him from ardent
imperialist to oriental mystic, taking him from a man of
the age to one well ahead of his times. In a letter
published in The Daily Telegraph on the first anniversary
of Britain’s entry into the “Great European War” he
argued that more was required than an outright military
victory; that a spiritual dimension was essential to the
vanquishing of the enemy and that only then might
Britain and her Allies occupy the higher moral
ground. He wrote “We are engaged in a spiritual conflict;
a holy war; the Fight For Right Till Right Be
Won”. Granted, this sounds somewhat idealistic rather
than practical: quite how it was to be realised seems unclear. But at least one good thing
came out of it; something which is now dear to so many British hearts and endures long
after the Fight For Right movement has been forgotten.
Back in 1915, however, Sir Francis’ letter struck a chord with the British public. An
exploratory meeting, held at his Trafalgar House office in London’s Waterloo Place in
September, was followed by a public event to promote the movement in November. No
less a figure than the eminent man of letters, Sir Henry Newbolt (1862-1938), presided
and “laid the foundation of the movement”, according to a correspondent from The
Times. Lines from Sir Henry’s poem Vitai Lampada – “There’s a breathless hush in the
close tonight” etc., will be familiar to many, and he is otherwise remembered as the author
of volumes IV and V of the official Naval History of The 1914-18 War. His advocacy of
Fight For Right straightway attracted others to the cause such as the prominent
parliamentarian Lord Bryce, the future Archbishop of Canterbury, then known simply
as the Reverend William Temple, and Mrs Henry Fawcett, non–militant proponent of
women’s suffrage.
Such was the momentum of the movement that two mass rallies were held at London‘s
famous Queen’s Hall in March 1916, with the Poet Laureate, Robert Bridges (1844-1930),
presiding at the second event on the 28th. Speaking as a Vice-President of Fight For Right
he declared that “We have already a powerful list of supporters who agree as to the real
need of such a movement if the spirit of the whole nation is so to be stiffened that it shall
refuse all temptations, however insidious, to the conclusion of a premature peace, and accept
with cheerfulness the sacrifices which every citizen must face if the war is to be carried
through to a decisive victory”.
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His involvement in Fight For Right, however, led to Bridges being the catalyst for
something infinitely greater than the movement ever was. An outpouring of music, both
popular and so-called “classical”, persisted throughout the War; songs to encourage
enlistment or in praise of those already serving; songs in support of a plethora of
charitable causes or saluting Victoria Cross heroes, with others either denouncing or
lampooning the loathsome Hun. Songs had already been written for Fight For
Right. One such, by Mr Ernest Austin, had been somewhat sniffily dismissed by The
Times’ correspondent at the November 1915 meeting: “The words are not remarkable; the
tune is not a masterpiece”. Bridges was determined that his movement should have
something of an altogether superior sort. Thus it was that he approached his friend Sir
Hubert Parry (1848-1918), a fellow Vice-President and one of Britain’s most celebrated
musicians, with the idea of setting words which he – Bridges, thought encapsulated the
spirit of Fight For Right. The stanzas were taken from William Blake’s poem Milton, a
tribute to the prolific 17th-century author, beginning with the lines “And did those feet in
ancient time Walk upon England’s mountains green?”.
Undaunted
by
an
habitually heavy workload,
- he was Director of The
Royal College of Music and
chairman of organisations
staging hospital concerts
for
the
wounded
throughout England &
Wales,
Sir
Hubert
promptly crafted a setting
of Blake’s verses and
seemed to think little of
it! A typically laconic entry
Robert Bridges
Sir Hubert Parry
in his diary reads:
th
“Friday March 10 1916: wet and very cold; wrote a tune for some words of Blake’s, Bridges
sent me. 12.30 Bridges, about affairs at the Board and to luncheon”. Yet the work was a
resounding success at the Queen’s Hall rally on 28th March.
Given that Parry died in October 1918, he could barely have envisaged how his And did
those feet in ancient time?, as it was initially titled, would take flight. He became
disillusioned with the Fight For Right movement as it veered from a wholesome outward
looking patriotism towards a more virulent jingoism which he found entirely
repugnant. He withdrew the rights to the manuscript from the movement and
transferred them to Mrs Fawcett’s National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies who
retained them until the granting of the general franchise in 1928. The Union then agreed
with Parry’s executors that the manuscript rights should be vested in the Women’s
Institute, so enabling the song (not, strictly speaking, a hymn) to become a mainstay of
that organisation, as well as a perennial favourite at the last night of “The Proms” and at
innumerable sporting venues, some overseas, testifying to its almost universal popularity.
Speaking of universality, the morale-boosting values of music and music-making to
servicemen in the field were reflected in a letter published in The Leicester Daily Post of
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Thursday 15th April 1915. Written to the editor by a member of 1st/2nd North Midlands
Field Ambulance (R.A.M.C.T.), Lincolnshire & Leicester Brigade, North Midlands
Division B.E.F. and dated April 4th, it appeared under the headline

WANTED AT THE FRONT
Dear Sir,
I am writing to you on behalf of “C” section of the above Corps for your kind assistance
in procuring a few instruments for our improvised band. We already have drums and
triangles; otherwise tea boxes and horseshoes, and all we require are six mouth-organs
and three tin whistles, all in the same key of C, which is the most useful. It is the only
chance of amusing ourselves when off duty. Barns are our only billets and our spare
time is very monotonous. So if you could provide the instruments mentioned, they
would be the means of making many happy hours amongst the lads from good old
Leicester!
Hoping and trusting the time will soon arrive when we will see our active service band
marching through the streets of Leicester. Wishing your paper every success, I remain
Yours Faithfully, C.H. Wells. (Private).

The Leicester Daily Post of Tuesday 27th April 1915 carried an extract from a letter from
an unnamed former scholar of Leicester’s Bridge Road School, now serving as a gunner
with the Royal Horse Artillery. The piece shows how donated instruments could be put
to good use, and not only in diverting our own “Tommies”. It read

“TOMMY” AS MUSICIAN AND LINGUIST
We are now resting in a small village and I can assure you that we appreciate it. Most of
us have been all through, from Mons, and have seen a lot of fighting. One can hardly
realise that a great war is being waged, living here in this peaceful hamlet. As I write,
one of our men is playing selections on a mouth-organ and the village children are
dancing to its accompaniment. “Tommy” always makes friends with the children and it
is very amusing to see the French boys and girls decorated with portions of “Tommy’s”
equipment which they have obtained from troops passing through.
When at school, French was not on our timetable, but our men can now get on fairly well
and manage, in a way, to converse with the natives. I expect we shall be called upon
soon to enter what I hope will be the last round in this great struggle. Good luck has
been with me so far, although we have had some warm times.

With hindsight, we know that the soldier was far from entering “the last round” of the
War and that the struggle continued well beyond 1915-16; not only for those in the firing
line, but for many who survived only to face the economic deprivations of the 1920s. We
can only hope that some of them, at least, gained strength from the sentiments expressed
in Blake’s Jerusalem, as it is now generally known, just as we who join in the singing of it
or simply listen to it today draw inspiration from the splendour of Parry’s incomparable
melody.
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CONTACT US
We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are accepted in good faith and every effort is
always made to ensure accuracy of the information given. It should be noted however that
the opinions expressed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, her
associates or the Western Front Association. The Editor reserves the right to amend,
condense or edit any article submitted although the full version will be available, via email, upon request. Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact
us by e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk

“We very much value your continued support”
Valerie Jacques (Newsletter Editor)
David Humberston (Branch Secretary)

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE.

“Flying the Flag!” - The Branch Display at the Bottesford Village May Gala
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